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United States House Energy And Commerce Committee
Communications & Technology Committee- Chairman Senator Marsha Blackburn and Digital Commerce & Consumer
Protection- Chairman Senator Bob Latta and Oversight and Investigations- Chairman Senator Greg Harper, and All
Senators Who Participated In the Mark Zuckerberg Congressional Hearing on 04.10.2018
2125 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Subject: Surveillance Capitalism: Policy Change Proposal- Electronic Bill of Rights
Dear Honorable Senators,
I’m seeking your help to stop “Surveillance Capitalism”. Surveillance Capitalism poses numerous privacy, exploitation,
cyber security & safety threats to consumers and children. There are also unfair business competition concerns and unfair
business & deceptive trade practices associated with Surveillance Capitalism.
I’m lobbying the Energy And Commerce Committee members plus all law makers to consider passing consumer and child
protection laws to regulate any company that has adopted a Surveillance Capitalism Business Model that is supported by
predatory surveillance and data acquisition (“data mining”) business practices.
Enclosed is a summary of outstanding issues associated with predatory surveillance and data mining business practices
employed by data driven technology companies such as Google, Apple, Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon, 23andMe, BAIDU,
and other tech giants.
In addition, enclosed is a policy change proposal based on an Electronic Bill of Rights that includes the framework needed
to help lawmakers craft new legislation that will protect consumers and children from data driven companies who develop
addictive, intrusive, and harmful products used to exploit consumers of technology for financial gain.
I’m seeking congressional help due to the fact that I’ve filed numerous formal complaints with my service providers which
include AT&T, T-Mobile, Apple, Google, and Samsung seeking transparency in regards to predatory surveillance and data
mining business practices employed by all parties concerned.
In addition I’ve filed formal complaints against my service providers with the FCC, FTC, and sate AGs seeking help to resolve
the numerous outstanding complaints that I have filed with my service providers. To date all parties concerned refuse to
address my questions and concerns with resolve.
As a Tax Payer and an AT&T & T-Mobile telecom subscriber (“paying customer”), I have a legal right to know how my
service providers are using, sharing, selling, purchasing, and aggregating the personal and professional “Digital DNA”
(surveillance data & sensitive user data) collected from the smartphones that I had purchased for my wife, children, and
myself.
I want to know if all parties concerned are using our personal and professional “Digital DNA” and/or biometric data in a
manner that can bring harm to my wife, children, myself and my business dealings.
For example, is our personal and professional Digital DNA and/or biometric data ending up in the hands of data brokers
such as Cambridge Analytica, employers (current/future), business competitors, bank & insurance underwriters, state
actors (foreign & domestic), institutions of higher learning or any other entity that could bring harm to my wife, children,
myself and my business dealings.
At the heart of my complaints is the fact that the Digital DNA collected by all parties concerned was collected from telecom
related products and services that require payment to participate such as the smartphones that I had purchased from
AT&T and T-Mobile.
For example, the smartphones that I had purchased were not free. I’m concerned that I was fraudulently induced to
purchase smartphones that are supported by addictive, harmful, exploitive, and intrusive preinstalled (“rooted”)
technology that was designed to enable the product developers to exploit my wife, children, and myself for financial gain.
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I believe that we were exploited for financial gain at the expense of our privacy, cyber security, and safety due to the fact
that the terms of use which support said products do not indemnify the product user from harm.
When I purchased our smartphones, I was not told by AT&T or T-Mobile that smartphones are not a private nor secure
form of telecommunications and mobile computing as later confirmed by T-Mobile:


T-Mobile Admission: “We, too, remember a time before smartphones when it was reasonable to conclude that
when you activated service with T-Mobile that only T-Mobile would have access to our personal
information. However, with the Samsung Galaxy Note, the iPhone, and many other devices, there are indeed
a variety of parties that may collect and use information.” — T-Mobile Privacy Team (November 6th, 2015/FCC
Consumer Complaint #423849 Filed by Rex M. Lee/Public Record).

Due to false advertising, deceptive sales process, and deceptive trade practices associated with unpublished terms of use
(see enclosed for details), I do not believe that my wife, children, nor myself gave “Effective Consent” to AT&T, T-Mobile,
Apple, Google, Samsung plus all relevant partners to surveil and data our telecom related activities generated by the use
of our smartphones.
I was not told by all parties concerned that smartphones were designed purely for consumerism and should not be used
for confidential and protected telecommunications & computing governed by confidentiality agreements, NDAs, industry
& federal cyber security standards, and confidentiality laws that govern client attorney privilege, medical information
(HIPAA/HL-7), and classified information.
As confirmed by T-Mobile, it is clear that a smartphone cannot be used for confidential and protected telecommunications
& computing due to the fact that a “Variety of Parties” can collect and use telecom related personal and professional
Digital DNA harvested from the product user.
The T-Mobile admission is one of many examples of privacy, cyber security, and consumer exploitation threats posed by
Surveillance Capitalism that law makers, the FCC, FTC, and other relevant agencies need to address.
This document contains hard data and graphic examples of why data driven technology companies need regulation in
regards to the Surveillance Capitalism Business Model.
Enclosed is an Executive Summary and Executive conclusion that outlines the framework for an Electronic Bill of Rights.
Included in the document is information backed by over three years of research and analysis.
Inclosing, I will be happy to help law makers draft an Electronic Bill of Rights. Please feel free to contact me for any
questions that you may have at (210) 639.6035 RLee@RMLBusinessConsulting.com
Kind Regards,

Rex M. Lee
Mobile Threat Consultant- RML Business Consulting, LLC
112 Blossom CT
Cibolo, TX78108
About the Author Rex M. Lee- I have 35 years of wireless industry experience coupled with application development experience. My background
includes senior executive experience and application patent experience. You can consider me an industry insider. I will supply a detailed resume
at your request. Visit My Smart Privacy for more information at: www.MySmartPrivacy.com
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Executive Summary- Surveillance Capitalism
Surveillance Capitalism is a business model that is predicated on exploiting the product user for financial gain by way
of online services such as social media, telecom related products such as smartphones & tablet PCs, biometric service
providers (DNA Test Kits), and connected products such as automobiles, TVs, PCs, voice automated products (e.g.
Alexa, Siri, Google Assistant, Crotona), wearable tech, toys, appliances, and the list goes on…..
Data driven technology developers, manufacturers, service providers, data brokers and telecom providers such as
AT&T, T-Mobile, Google, Apple, Microsoft, Samsung, Facebook, Cambridge Analytica, 23andMe, Amazon, Sony and
BAIDU employ a Surveillance Capitalism business model that seeks to exploit their customers for financial gain via
the use of the products and services sold to the customer.
Surveillance Capitalism is centered on exploiting the product user for financial gain at the expense of the product
user’s privacy, safety, and cyber security due to the fact that the terms of use which support connected products
such as smartphones and online services such as Facebook do not indemnify the product user against harm.
Data driven technology developers, manufacturers, service providers, data brokers and telecom providers are in the
personal and professional data acquisition (“data mining”) business.
Personal and Professional Digital DNA- The New Oil
These companies are focused on collecting the product user’s personal and professional “Digital DNA” which is
comprised of: a) Surveillance Data (e.g. location data) b) Biometric Data (e.g. fingerprint, facial, DNA), and c) Sensitive
User Data (e.g. personal ID, text messages, email & attachments, contacts, calendar events…).
Artificial Intelligence (“AI”), Predictive Analytics & Suggestive Technology- Product User Manipulation
Digital DNA can be described as valuable commodity due to artificial intelligence (“AI”), predictive analytics, and
suggestive technology. AI, predictive analytics, and suggestive technology are the secret sauce used to manipulate
the product user into taking an action such as buying a product, clicking on a link, voting for a political candidate
and/or provoking a positive or negative reaction out of a product user.
AI, predictive analytics, and suggestive technology is used to identify a product user’s personal preferences which
can be exploited by suggestive technology, automated BOTs, and other technology used to manipulate the person
into taking an action or provoking a negative or positive response.
The misuse of AI, predictive analytics, and suggestive technology can be compared to Subliminal Advertising which
works on the human phycology and is illegal. Technology developers admit to this fact (see enclosed admissions).
Data driven companies use tactics such as addictive technology which supports products such as intrusive and
exploitive apps, games, and social media to exploit the user’s human phycology in order to maintain the user’s focus
on the product. Technology developers admit to developing addictive technology (see enclosed admissions).
Addictive, Exploitive, and Harmful Technology- Preinstalled (“Rooted”) Apps, Widgets, Emojis, Etc.
Addictive technology is used so that the technology developer can collect of the product user’s personal and
professional Digital DNA which is exploited for profit at the expense of the product user’s privacy, cyber security,
and safety whether the product user is an adult, child, business professional, or law maker.
Don’t take my word for any of this, Silicon Valley senior executives and technology developers publically admit it:


Eric Schmidt Quote (Former Chairman of Alphabet Inc.- Google):
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o

"I actually think most people don't want Google to answer their questions [...] They want Google to tell
them what they should be doing next,"- Eric Schmidt Wall Street Journal 2010

o

“We don’t need you to type at all because we know where you are. We know where you’ve been. We can
more or less guess what you’re thinking about … Is that over the line?” – Eric Schmidt Fox Business
7.05.2016

Sean Parker Quotes (Co-Founder Facebook):
o

"It's a social-validation feedback loop ... exactly the kind of thing that a hacker like myself would come up
with, because you're exploiting a vulnerability in human psychology.“- Sean. Parker- Co-founder
Facebook/Axios- November 9th, 2017.

o

“God only knows what it's doing to our children's brains”- Sean Parker, Axios- November 9th, 2017. Question from
the author (Rex), “What is this doing to the brains of all Social Media and application users including adults, children
and teens.”

o

"The inventors, creators — it's me, it's Mark [Zuckerberg], it's Kevin Systrom on Instagram, it's all of these
people — understood this consciously. And we did it anyway....”- Sean Parker, Axios- November 9th, 2017.

Tristan Harris Quotes (Former Google App Developer), A Time Well Spent:
o

“The average person checks their phone 150 times a day. Why do we do this? Are we making 150 conscious
choices? One major reason why is the #1 psychological ingredient in slot machines: intermittent variable
rewards . . . Addictiveness is maximized when the rate of reward is most variable.”

o

“By shaping the menus we pick from, technology hijacks the way we perceive our choices and replaces them
with new ones. But the closer we pay attention to the options we’re given, the more we’ll notice when they
don’t actually align with our true needs.”

Uncontrollable Preinstalled (“Rooted”) Addictive, Exploitive, & Intrusive Technology- Surveillance & Data Mining Tools

Another tactic used to collect a product user’s personal and professional Digital DNA is the use of uncontrollable,
addictive, exploitive, and Intrusive preinstalled (“rooted”) technology such as apps, widgets, and other content that
cannot be controlled, disabled, or uninstalled by the product owner and/or user.
Note that uncontrollable intrusive technology can be installed-by-updates to the OS and/or installed technology
such as third-party and preinstalled apps that can be downloaded for free or purchased from sources such as app
stores.
Note that there are differences between apps- Third-party Apps, Preinstalled Apps, & Install-by-Update
Modifications and/or Apps (concerning issues are highlighted in red):
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Third-party Apps- The product owner can download or purchase third-party apps such as apps available
from the Apple App Store or Google Play Store.
o

By the most part, third-party apps can be controlled by the product owner and/or user such as the
product user can uninstall or disable third-party apps.

o

Third-party application legalese such as application permission statements are transparent to the
product owner and/or user at the point the product is downloaded to the device.

o

Lack of Instruction & Knowledge. Many users just click on “I Agree” to accept the third-party
application terms of use (EULAs) without reviewing the application legalese such as the application
permission statements, application product warnings, and interactive application permission
command strings. In addition many users do not know how to locate app settings within settings
or within an app manager to configure third-party installed and/or preinstalled apps. Frankly
people do not understand that they can configure and/or control some apps (not all).

Preinstalled (“Rooted”) Apps: Preinstalled apps are rooted which means that the product owner cannot
uninstall these apps by the most part (pending OS).
o

Many preinstalled apps cannot be controlled nor disabled by the product owner.

o

Preinstalled (“Rooted”) Application Legalese such as Application Permission Statements,
Application Product Warnings, and Interactive Application Permission Command Strings are Not
transparent to the product owner and/or user. When a product user first engages a preinstalled
app, the product user is not notified that the app contains exploitive permissions nor that the app
is programmed to surveil and data mine the product user.

o

Preinstalled application legalese is at the heart of the privacy, cybersecurity, and consumer
exploitation issues that need to be addressed. I feel that preinstalled application legalese is an
example of unfair business and deceptive trade practices. Most if not all product owners and/or
users are not aware of preinstalled application legalese much less know how to locate the legalese
nor do product users realize that they are legally bound to the preinstalled legalese. Again, most
product users are unaware that they can control or configure some preinstalled apps.

Install-by-Updates: Apps and the product OS can be modified by up-dates which also include terms of use.
o

All preinstalled technology can be up-dated by OTAP (over the air programming). Some new apps
can be pushed out via OTAP.

o

Over the air updates cannot be controlled by the product owner and/or user.

o

Updates to the terms of use are not transparent to the product user. It is the product user’s
responsibility to read terms of use after each up-date. Note that product users cannot reject over
the air updates to terms of use.

o

Install-by-Update Modifications are at the heart of the privacy, cyber security, and consumer
exploitation issues that need to be addressed. I feel that install-by-update legalese is an example
of unfair business and deceptive trade practices. Most if not all product owners and/or users are
not aware of install-by-update modifications to preinstalled legalese much less know how to locate
the legalese nor do product users realize that they are legally bound to the modified third-party
installed and/or preinstalled legalese.
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o

Regarding All Types of Apps- Lack of Instruction. There are no instructions provided to the
product user in regards to locating the third-party and/or preinstalled application legalese nor is
there any instruction provided in regards to install-by-update modifications to third-party or
preinstalled app capabilities and app legalese. In addition many users do not know how to locate
app settings within settings or within an app manager to configure controllable third-party
installed and/or preinstalled apps.


o

Furthermore, there are no instruction on how to use apps nor instruction pertaining to
the purpose of the app and/or that the app was designed to surveil and data mine the
product user.

Regarding All Types of Apps- Lack of Control. Addictive, Exploitive, and Intrusive third-party apps,
preinstalled (“rooted”) apps, and install-by-update modifications to apps are defaulted to surveil
and data mine the product user. This means that controllable app permissions are defaulted to
“ON” which means that the intrusive and exploitive app will start surveilling and data mining the
product user as soon as the app is downloaded and/or as soon as the device is powered on.



Indiscriminate Surveillance & Data Mining. Note that addictive, exploitive, and intrusive apps are
programmed to indiscriminately surveil and data mine the product user regardless of personal or
professional Digital DNA and/or regardless if the user is an adult or child. Pending the number of intrusive
connected products a person owns, some people including children are under indiscriminate and exploitive
corporate surveillance 24x7/365.



App Classifications. Note that there are different classifications of capabilities which can support an app.
Note that apps in each classification are supported by a unique set of app permissions associated with
surveillance and data mining capabilities. Note that apps could fit into a single classification category or a
single app could be programmed to fit in all classifications.
Classifications based on capabilities include Addictive, Predatory (Sensitive User Data), Predatory
Multisource (Syncing) Data Mining, Predatory Control, Surveillance, and Interactive Data Mining (two or
more entities enabled to surveil and data mine a user from a single intrusive app).
o

Addictive Capabilities- Apps in this classification are programmed to be addictive so that the app
developer can exploit the product user for financial gain at the expense of privacy, cyber security,
and safety (users are not indemnified against harm).

o

Predatory (Sensitive User Data) Capabilities- Apps in this classification are programmed to data
mine sensitive user data (“Digital DNA”) such as a) personal ID & contact info b) text messages, c)
email & email attachments d) instant messages, e) calendar events, f) contacts (address book) j)
keylogging & touch screen activity and other highly confidential information.

o

Predatory Multisource Data Mining Apps and/or Predatory Syncing Capabilities- Apps in this
classification are programmed to reach beyond the native connected device to sync with other
connected technology in order for the developer to simultaneously data mine Digital DNA such as
surveillance and sensitive user data from multiple connected sources including hardware, apps,
and online services such as personal accounts, business accounts, medical accounts, and/or social
media accounts. These apps are a huge privacy, cyber security, and user exploitation threat.

o

Predatory Control Capabilities- Apps in this classification are programmed to take full control of
the device such as a) starting to run as soon as the device is powered on b) preventing the device
from sleeping c) importing and exporting files, data, messages, and information from the internet
and/or cloud servers d) bypassing locks and passwords e) connect to and from any network (4G,
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Wi-Fi, NFC, etc.) and f) taking control of hardware such as the camera, microphone, and volume
controls plus control other vital sensor and functions. In addition control apps can enable a user
to be survived when location services are off due to the fact that a user can be surveilled via
Bluetooth, Nearfield Communications (“NFC”), Wi-Fi, and other sources that can connect to the
internet.
o

Surveillance Capabilities- Apps in this classification are programmed to surveil and data mine
surveillance data such as a) location data b) motion data c) auto telematics (a car’s speed) d)
health, fitness, & medical data e) biometric data (fingerprint, facial, retina, etc.) f) geofence data
g) audio recordings, photos, video & audio recordings and other surveillance related information.

o

Interactive Data Mining Capabilities- Apps in the classification are programmed to allow two or
more entities the ability to simultaneously surveil and data mine the product user. It is my opinion
access to the user is granted via partnerships. The app developer can enable one entity to only
surveil the user while another entity could be enabled to surveil and data mine the user vial all
capabilities such as being granted “Access Tokens”.



Note that a third-party app and/or a preinstalled (“rooted”) app can be programmed with all capabilities a)
Addictive b) Predatory (Sensitive User Data) c) Predatory Multisource (Syncing) Data Mining d) Predatory
Control e) Surveillance (able to Surveil and Data Mine User) and f) Interactive Data Mining (two or more
entities enabled to surveil and data mine a user from a single intrusive app).
o Note that some apps can be programmed with a single capability and/or multiple capabilities.



Note that apps use an Application Programming Interface (“API”) to import and export data between the
product user’s device and servers owned by the developers. The use of API requests is how developers
export a product user’s personal and professional Digital DNA and then direct the data to a server and/or
multiple servers to be aggregated and then used, shared, sold, or purchased between the owner and
partners often referred to as “Trusted Partners” within the product terms of use.

Torturous, Exploitive, and Predatory Terms of Use: a) Published Terms of Use b) Unpublished Terms of Use
The main tactic used to collect a product user’s personal and professional Digital DNA is to support all products
concerned with exploitive and predatory terms of use that include two components: a) published (online) terms of
use and b) unpublished (located in product) terms of use.
Using published and unpublished terms of use gives the data driven technology provider the ability to split up the
legalese that supports the products and services into two categories: a) standard legalese which is published online
b) egregious & exploitive application centric legalese which is hidden in the product within settings.
Product owners and/or users can easily access published terms of use by going online, however, if the product user
is unaware of the preinstalled (“rooted”) application legalese than the product user will never know that the
application legalese exists much less understand that they are legally bound to the egregious and exploitive legalese.
The published and unpublished terms of use can only be described as “torturous” due to the fact that the collective
terms of use include product and service terms and conditions (“T&Cs”), privacy policies, end user licensing
agreements (“EULAs”), and preinstalled application legalese that consists of: a) application permission statements
b) application product warnings c) interactive application permission command strings.
Preinstalled Application Permission Statements (App Permissions). Note that you will review actual “preinstalled”
legalese that tech product users are unaware of. App permissions are important due to the fact that an application
permission statement describes the level of surveillance that an application developer can conduct on a product
user plus the amount of personal and professional Digital DNA the developer can harvest from the product user.
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Figure 1- Preinstalled android Application Permission Statements: Galaxy Note 2 & 8 Smartphones (android OS- Jelly
Bean & Nougat)

Nontransparent Application Product Warnings. Note many android application permission statements that I
analyzed also included nontransparent application product warnings. “What good is a product warning if the
warning is not transparent to the product user?” Non-transparent product warnings are equivalent to a cigarette
manufacturer who hides the product warning on the inside to the package.
Figure 2- android Social Media App Permission & Application Product Warning/Samsung Galaxy Note 2 Smartphone
(android OS- Jelly Bean)

Interactive Application Permission Command Strings (Interactive App Permissions). Interactive app permissions
imply that two or more data driven technology providers can surveil and data mine a product user via a single
intrusive and exploitive preinstalled app.
Privacy & Cyber Security Threat plus Potential SEC Violation Figure 3.0- android BAIDU (Chinese Sate Owned Company) Interactive App
Permission/Samsung Galaxy Note- Implies that Google is Enabling BAIDU to Surveil and Data Mine BAIDU Users as Well as Non-BAIDU Users
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Privacy & Cyber Security Threat plus Potential SEC Violation Figure 3.1- android Facebook Interactive App Permission/Samsung

Galaxy Note- Implies that Google is Enabling Facebook to Surveil and Data Mine Facebook Users as Well as NonFacebook Users/Samsung Galaxy Note 2 (android OS- Jelly Bean).

Figure 3.2- Samsung KNOX Security App Supported by App Permissions, App Product Warnings, & Interactive App
Permissions. Even Security Apps are programmed to Surveil and Data Mine the Product User (android OS Jelly Bean)
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Nontransparent Preinstalled Legalese- Systemic (Google, Apple, Microsoft, Facebook, BAIDU, Amazon, Etc.)
Figure 4- Google, Apple, Microsoft, and Amazon Examples

Microsoft
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Amazon

Microsoft
I authored several Samsung Galaxy Note Terms of Use and Installed (“Rooted”) Technology Analysis to use for formal
complaints to back my concerns and questions with hard data.
Department of Homeland Security. Note that the Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”) used my reports and
analysis for their study on mobile device security that was published in April of 2017:
https://www.dhs.gov/publication/csd-mobile-device-security-study my company RML Business Consulting, LLC is
listed on page 97 of the DHS study as a contributor.
Illegal Terms of Use- Impossible to Read & Understand. My findings concluded that the Samsung Galaxy Note
smartphone product owner and/or user could not read and understand the collective terms of use that supported
the product due to the fact that the collective legalese was too complicated to understand plus exceeded well over
3,000 pages of text.
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The reason the collective legalese that supports a single smartphone can exceed 3,000 pages of complicated legal
text is due to the fact that products such as the Samsung Galaxy Note smartphone come with well over 275
preinstalled apps that cannot be uninstalled by the product owner and/or user.
For example, the preinstalled apps and OS (android/Google) that supported the Samsung Galaxy Note smartphone
were developed by over 15 companies which meant that the product owner was accepting 15 unique terms of use
associated with each developer, cloud service storage providers, and telecom service provider (e.g. AT&T).
Furthermore, each individual preinstalled app that supported the Samsung Galaxy Note was supported by a unique
end user licensing agreement (“EULA”), application permissions, application product warnings (some apps), and
interactive application permission command strings (some apps).
A EULA that supports a single preinstalled app can exceed 12 or more pages of complicated and exploitive legal text.
A single preinstalled app can be supported by well over 50 application permission statements including application
product warnings, and multiple interactive application permission statements.
When I clicked on “I Agree” to accept the collective terms of use that supported the Samsung Galaxy Note
smartphone that I had purchased from T-Mobile, I was accepting over 15 unique sets of published and unpublished
terms of use plus hundreds to preinstalled application permission statements and EULAs.
Example of Unfair Business & Deceptive Trade Practice. I concluded that it is possible for a Samsung Galaxy Note
smartphone product owner and/or user to read and understand both published and unpublished terms of use due
to published and unpublished terms of use.
Product owners and/or users are simply unaware of the preinstalled (“rooted”) application legalese that includes
numerous application permission statements, application product warnings, and interactive application permission
command strings.
Figure 5- Samsung Galaxy Note 8/android Example. Without knowledge or instruction, it is impossible for a Samsung
Galaxy Note Owner to locate preinstalled (“rooted”) application legalese. Pending OS it can take well over 10 exact
actions (taps, swipes, touches) to locate the preinstalled legalese.
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Legal Questions- Unfair Business and Deceptive Trade Practices


“How can a product owner and/or user be legally bound to nontransparent application legalese and
application product warnings?”



“Is it legal to hide legalese and product warnings from consumers?”

Mobile Network Operator (“MNO” e.g. AT&T) and Data Driven Technology Provider Conflict of Interest
I had identified that many of the data drive technology providers such as Google compete in many industries
worldwide yet are enabled by MNOs, the FCC, FTC, and DOJ to surveil and data mine U.S. telecom subscribers
(“paying customers”) and authorized device users (spouse, children, employee, etc.) via the user’s app driven
telephone and PC which are supported by protected telecom infrastructure governed by the FCC.
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Example- Alphabet, INC. (Google) Acquisitions:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mergers_and_acquisitions_by_Alphabet
I believe that allowing multinational entities which compete in many industries worldwide to surveil and data mine
U.S. telecom subscribers and authorized device users via app driven telephones and PCs is a conflict of interest plus
a cyber security threat that telecom executives, the FCC, FTC, DOJ, and law makers need to address.


For example, this means that companies such as Google plus their “Trusted Partners” such as BAIDU can
surveil and data mine business professionals including senior executives who work in many industries
worldwide via app driven telephones and PCs. Consequently these business professionals may work for
companies that compete against Google or could end up competing against Google in the future.



This also means that data driven companies that compete in many industries are enabled to surveil and data
mine any business professional, senior executive, and/or corporate attorney within any industry worldwide
via the telecom product user’s app driven telephone and/or PC supported by the developers intrusive and
exploitive technology such as a Samsung Galaxy Note smartphone supported by the android (Google) OS.

Unfair Business Competition & Antitrust Concerns. The fact that companies such as Google which compete in many
industries worldwide are enabled to deploy intrusive and exploitive technology into telecom related products such
as smartphones is a huge conflict of interest needs to be addressed by all parties concerned due to many reasons
which include unfair business competition and antitrust concerns.
Privacy, Cyber Security and National Security Threats. Many small businesses, enterprise businesses, government
entities, entities that support critical infrastructure (utilities, public safety, oil & gas), and defense contractors have
adopted app driven smartphones and PCs for professionals use which means that all parties concerned can be
exposed to data driven technology providers who compete in many industries worldwide plus their partners who
could pose cyber security and national security threats such as BAIDU.
There are many other examples of privacy & cyber security threats that need to be addressed. The other issues are
too long to address within this executive summary. Enclosed is an executive conclusion that addresses all
outstanding concerns.
Executive Conclusion & Need for an Electronic Bill of Rights
Enclosed below is a summary of privacy & cyber security threats, consumer & child exploitation & safety threats,
unfair business competition concerns, fraud inducement concerns, and unfair business and deceptive trade practices
that need to be addressed by law makers via an Electronic Bill of Rights. Some of the information enclosed is
redundant to the information within the Executive Summary.
Surveillance Capitalism- Systemic to All Technology Centric Products Supported by the Surveillance and Data
Mining Business Practices
In regards to the Facebook Cambridge Analytica incident, the underlying problem in regards to the privacy, cyber
security, and consumer exploitation threats associated with the incident are just a symptom of a much larger
problem which has to do with the “Surveillance Capitalism” business model which is employed by most tech giants
today.
The privacy, cyber security, and consumer exploitation threats associated with the Facebook Cambridge Analytica
incident are systemic to all: a) Online Services b) Biometric Services c) Voice Automated Products d) Entertainment
Products (movies, books, music, news, etc.) e) Telecom Related Products and f) Connected Products supported by
the Surveillance Capitalism Business Model.
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Affected technology products include products such as: a) Social Media Platforms such as Facebook b) DNA Home
Test Kits such as 23andMe c) Voice Automated Products such as Amazon Alexa d) Entertainment Platforms such as
the Apple & Google App Stores e) Telecom Related Products such as Samsung Galaxy Note smartphones & tablet
PCs and F) Connected Products such as TVs, autos, appliances, wearable tech, toys, gaming systems, and any IoT
related product that can be supported by surveillance and data mining technology such as apps.
A U.S. citizen including a child is effectively under corporate surveillance 24x7 via online services coupled with
telecom related products and connected products in general.
The consumer of these intrusive products is being exploited for financial gain at the expense of privacy, cyber
security, and safety by the very companies the consumer patronizes with their trust, loyalty, and hard earned money.
Enclosed on the next page is the framework for an Electronic Bill of Rights. I will provide some suggested solutions
but I believe that qualified individuals working with law makers need to provide feedback and solutions.
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Electronic Bill of Rights Framework- Outstanding Issues that Need Regulation (Draft 1.0)
Surveillance Capitalism- Predatory Surveillance and Data Acquisition (“Data Mining”) Business Practices
At Risk-Telecom Subscribers (“paying customers”) & Authorized Device Users (Spouse, Children, Employees, Etc.):
U.S. telecom subscribers and authorized device users include citizens, children, senior citizens, business
professionals, government officials, military personnel, law enforcement personnel, healthcare providers, senior
executives of enterprise business, legal professionals (personal, corporate, govt.), and law makers.
At Risk- Connected Products & Services such as: a) Smartphones & Telecommunications in General b) PCs, c) Tablet
PCs, d) TVs e) Autos f) Entertainment (Music, Movies, Books, News) g) Appliances h) Wearable Tech i) In home
Security & Climate Control Systems j) Toys & Gaming Systems k) Voice Automated Products l) Social Media m)
Biometric Data (Facial, DNA, Retina, Etc.) Kits & Services and other products and services supported by Surveillance
Capitalism. Some people today are under Corporate Surveillance 24/7 via every day products and services.
At Risk- Software & Apps: Note that third-party installed technology and preinstalled (“rooted”) technology such
as apps, widgets, Emojis, and other intrusive content can be programmed with predatory surveillance, syncing
(multisource data mining), and data mining capabilities which need to be addressed.
1.

2.

Technology Products That Require Payment to Participate
a.

Solution- All Surveillance & Data Mining Business Practices Need to be 100% Transparent

b.

Solution- Products designed to surveil and data mine the product user must be labeled as a Corporate
Surveillance and Data Mining Product so users know not to use the products in confidential and
protected environments governed by confidentiality agreements, NDAs, industry & federal cyber
security standards, and confidentiality laws that govern medical information, client attorney privilege,
and classified information.

Consumer & Child Exploitation- “Effective Consent”
a.

Issue- “False Effective Consent”- It is assumed by the technology developers that product users are fully
aware of all product terms of use including nontransparent preinstalled application legalese such as
app permissions.
i. Solution- All legalese including app permissions, app product warnings, and interactive
permissions should be published in online terms of use and within packaging of products.
ii. Products should be labeled “For Consumer Use Only”
iii. “True Effective Consent” is required from product user prior to any collection and use of Digital
DNA & biometric data.

b.

Issue- Personal and professional Digital DNA (surveillance & sensitive user data) exploited for financial
gain at the expense of the product user’s privacy, cyber security, and safety via products that require
payment.
i. Solution- Regarding products that require payment, data driven companies must compensate
product user for Digital DNA & biometric data that is used for financial gain.

c.

Issue- “Uncompensated Information Producers”- Users produce Digital DNA & biometric data via
products that require payment yet technology developers are enabled to collect, use, share, sell,
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purchase, and aggregate Digital DNA & biometric data without “Effective Consent” and without
compensation the product user who produces the valuable commodities.
i. Solution- Regarding products that require payment, data driven companies must compensate
product user for Digital DNA & biometric data that is used for financial gain.
By the use of our smartphones we are producing a valuable commodity in the form of our telecom related personal
and professional “Digital DNA” (surveillance & sensitive user data) of which is being sold for profits by MNOs and
data driven companies including relevant business partners which include companies from countries such as China.
Note that AT&T, T-Mobile, Apple, Google, Samsung, Facebook, and Amazon will tell you that they do NOT sell their
customer’s personal and professional information to third-parties as confirmed by Mark Zuckerberg during the
senatorial congressional hearings held on March 10th, 2018.
What Mr. Zuckerberg did not divulge to the senators is that companies such as Facebook, Google, Apple, and
Microsoft sell “access” to their customer’s personal and professional Digital DNA to numerous third-parties (“Trusted
Partners” as noted in product terms of use) by way of uncontrollable preinstalled (“rooted”) technology that is
programmed to surveil and data mine product user such as apps, widgets, and other intrusive content.
Trusted partners include individuals and/or data brokers such as Aleksandr Kogan who then peddles the product
user’s personal and professional Digital DNA to companies such as SCL Group Limited (Cambridge Analytica). This is
how the game is played. “It is an ugly business when you look at the intrusive coding of the colorful and playful app”
3.

4.

5.

Artificial Intelligence (“AI”), Predictive Analytics, and Suggestive Technology- Manipulating the Product User
a.

Issue- Misuse of AI, Predictive Analytics, and Suggestive Technology to manipulate a person should be
illegal period.

b.

Note that misuse of AI, Predictive Analytics, and Suggestive Technology coupled with Addictive
Technology can be compared to Subliminal Stimuli or Subliminal Advertising but much worse.

Privacy & Cyber Security Threats- Multinational Entities Enabled to Surveil and Data Mine U.S. Citizens via
Telecom Related Products Supported by Protected Telecom Infrastructure Governed by the FCC
a.

Issue- Privacy and cyber security threats posed by bad actors who can use addictive, harmful, exploitive,
and intrusive technology to surveil and data mine a telecom subscriber via telecom related products
supported by protected (due process/4th amendment) telecom infrastructure governed by the FCC.

b.

Issue- Civil liberty threats posed by bad state actors (foreign/domestic) who can use intrusive
technology to lawfully surveil and data mine U.S. citizens and children via protected telecom products
and infrastructure.

Forced Participation- Preinstalled Uncontrollable Addictive, Exploitive, Harmful, and Intrusive Technology
Programmed to Surveil and Data Mine the Product User
a.

Issue- App or Legal Trojan Horse Malware? Intrusive apps simply are no different than a Trojan Horse
Malware programmed to surveil and hack information from a technology product user.

b.

Solution- It should be illegal to use nontransparent intrusive technology coupled with predatory terms
of use to force a person to participate in a highly exploitive surveillance and data mining business model
that seeks to exploit the user for financial gain.
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6.

Issue- App or Trojan Horse Malware? Note that a third-party app and/or a preinstalled (“rooted”) app can
be programmed with all capabilities a) Addictive b) Predatory (Sensitive User Data) c) Predatory Multisource
(Syncing) Data Mining d) Predatory Control e) Surveillance (able to Surveil and Data Mine User) and f)
Interactive Data Mining (two or more entities enabled to surveil and data mine a user from a single intrusive
app).

Multisource Data Mining via Apps Programmed to Harvest a Product User’s Personal and Professional Digital
DNA from Multiple Sources that are Connected
a.

Figure 6- Predatory android Syncing Capabilities (Social Media and Accounts). Users have no idea that
some apps are programmed to hack information from connected sources such as hardware, software,
and even online services such as social media pages (android OS Jelly Bean & Nougat):

b.
i. Solution- “True Effective Consent” needs to be obtained from device user.
ii. Solution- Multisource Surveillance & Data Mining should be illegal (personal opinion).
7.

8.

Trusted Partners- Backdoors to Multinational Entities via Partnerships & App Distribution
a.

Issue- Bad actors can buy access to telecom subscribers via app development coupled with preinstalled
(“rooted”), install-by-update, and third-party (e.g. app store) installed technology.

b.

Privacy & Cyber Security Threats: App Distribution- Bad actors simply can develop addictive, intrusive,
and exploitive technology that can be preinstalled, installed-by-update, or distributed via sources such
as online app stores. E.g. android apps launch DDOS attacks: https://gizmodo.com/google-removes300-apps-used-to-launch-ddos-attacks-fro-1798514052

Conflict of Interest & Unfair Business Competition Concerns
a.

9.

Solution- It should be illegal for any company that competes in multiple industries worldwide to
develop and distribute telecom related intrusive and exploitive technology for the purpose of
surveilling and data mining the product user via telecom related products or computers supported by
protected telecom infrastructure governed by the FCC.

Telecom Related App Driven Connected Products Supported by Protected (Due Process/4th Amendment)
Telecom Infrastructure Governed by the FCC
a.

Privacy, Cyber Security, Civil Liberty Threats. The FCC, FTC, and DOJ and law makers have to realize
that data driven technology companies have been able to use addictive, intrusive, and exploitive
technology to lawfully surveil and data mine U.S. citizens including children via app driven telephones
and PCs supported by protected telecom infrastructure governed by the FCC. Second Level ThoughtThis would be like allowing entities (good/bad) to use addictive, intrusive, and exploitive technology to
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surveil and data mine home and business telecommunications activity- This is highly concerning on
many levels and really should be illegal. Who is to stop state actors from simply collecting protected
telecom related Digital DNA from the source such as Google?
10. Privacy, Cyber Security, & Civil Liberty Concerns I stress that my research has identified the fact that companies
that compete in many industries such as Google and their business partners such as BAIDU are collecting highly
confidential telecom related personal and professional Digital DNA and biometric data from telecom related
products supported by protected telecom infrastructure governed by the FCC.
a.

This means that if Google were a state actor they would need a warrant from a domestic judge or
from a Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (“FISC/FISA”) to collect telecom related personal and
professional Digital DNA.

Figure 7- Data Acquisition Flow Chart- Smartphone Related Digital DNA Example:

b.

Predatory Apps are a Bigger Threat to Civil Liberties than Prism (Ed Ward Snowden) The ability to
enable any entity to collect telecom Digital DNA via addictive, intrusive, and exploitive technology is a
greater threat to our civil liberties than the NSA’s use of Prism. Why? Because connected products are
supported by predatory apps that can take control of all sensors on the product plus are enabled to
surveil the product user while data mining sensitive user data including data that is acquired from
multiple sources that are connected to the product.

c.

Lack of Control is a Privacy and Cyber Security Threat! Many predatory preinstalled apps are
programmed to run at start up and programmed not to allow the device to sleep ensuring the
surveillance and data mining takes place 24x7.
i. Predatory apps are also programmed to bypass locks and user passwords. Predatory apps can
also import and export files, data, messages, etc. to and from the internet without user
consent or knowledge. Predatory apps can also take over hardware such as the camera and
microphone to take pictures, record audio, and even control volume without user knowledge
or consent.
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d. Predatory Control Apps (android Jelly Bean & Nougat)/Samsung Galaxy Note 2 & 8:
Figure 8.0- android Control Apps- Prevent Phone from Sleeping & Run at Startup (android OS- Nougat)/Galaxy Note

Figure 8.1- android Control Apps- Disable Locks & Passwords, Import & Export Info to and from Internet, Send Messages that “Appear” to Come
From Calendar Owner (android OS- Jelly Bean)/Galaxy Note

Figure 8.2- Sensor Controls
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Figure 8.3- Predatory Hardware android Apps: a) Camera b) Microphone c) Audio Control (android OS- Jelly Bean)

Figure 8.4- android Surveillance Apps Collect Location Data, Motion Data, Auto Telematics (a Car’s Speed), Geofence
Data, Health & Fitness Data and the List Goes On….. (android OS- Jelly Bean & Marshmallow)/Galaxy Note

Figure 8.5- android Predatory Apps Collect Sensitive User Data Such as Personal ID, Contacts, Text Messages, and
the List Goes On…. (android OS- Jelly Bean)/Galaxy Note

Figure 8.6- App or Legal Trojan Horse Malware? Why is this Malware Called an App?
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e.

Issue- Product Owner and/or User Have Little Control Over Paid For Products- a Single smartphone
can contain hundreds to predatory apps, surveillance apps, and predatory syncing (multicourse data
mining) apps supported by well over 100 preinstalled (“rooted”) app permissions, app product
warnings, and interactive app permissions.

f.

Issue- Civil Liberty- A U.S. Citizen’s due process and 4th amendment rights plus other civil liberties linked to free
speech and privacy are not protected due to the fact that state actors such as the NSA or foreign state actors such
as BAIDU can simply partner with companies such as Google, Apple, and Microsoft to obtain a U.S. citizen’s
protected telecom related personal and professional Digital DNA (surveillance & sensitive user data- see enclosed
for details). Policing by Digital DNA acquired from paid for products is a high concern that needs to be addressed.

g.

Civil Liberty, Privacy, and Cyber Security Issues- Developers & Partners Have 100% Control Over Paid
For Products- Lack of control means that app driven telephones and PCs supported by the android OS,
Apple iOS, and Microsoft Windows 8 & 10 OS are not private nor Secure due to Surveillance Capitalism.
There is No Privacy nor Security associated with app driven telephones and PCs supported by
Surveillance Capitalism even if the app driven phones and PCs are supported by protected telecom
infrastructure governed by the FCC.

h.

Deceptive Trade Practice Example- Surveillance & Data Mining Security Apps- Not even Security Apps
and Mobile Device Management (“MDA”) secure a smartphone, PC, or tablet PC due to the fact that
the developers of these solutions such as Samsung and IBM program the apps to surveil and data mine
the product user.
i. Figure 9- Don’t take my word for it, read the Samsung KNOX and IBM MaaS360 app permission
examples below (android OS- Jelly Bean) Galaxy Note

Figure 9.1- android MaaS360 (Google App Store)
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11. Confidential and Protected Environments- Defense Industry, Military, Govt., Law Enforcement, Enterprise
Business and Critical Infrastructure (Utility, Public Safety, Oil & Gas, FirstNet)
a.

Privacy & Cyber Security Threats- At Risk is Telecom Related Digital DNA that is governed by
Confidential Legal Agreements, Industry & Federal Cyber Security Standards, and Confidentiality Laws.
These are issues above my pay grade and need to be addressed by the FCC, DOJ, and DHS ASAP.

b.

Issue- Indiscriminate Surveillance and Data Mining Business Practices are the main issue in regards to
confidential and protected environments due to the fact that surveillance and data mining technology
collects all information.

12. Illegal Terms of Use: Nontransparent Preinstalled Application Legalese such as Application Permission
Statements, Application Product Warnings, and Interactive Application Permission Command Strings
a.

Solution- the practice of hiding any legalese from the product owner and/or user should be illegal which
I believe there are existing consumer laws established yet this practice is common in regards to
companies such as Google, Apple, and Microsoft.

b.

Issue- Existing connected technology terms of use are torturous to review plus impossible to read and
understand especially considering that children between the ages of 13 & 17 plus the elderly are
enabled by law to accept the egregious, exploitive, and predatory terms of use that support products
such as smartphones

13. Purpose Designed Addictive, Harmful, Intrusive, and Exploitive Technology
a.

Solution- Addictive, Harmful, Intrusive, and Exploitive Technology should be illegal period.

b.

Solution- Unpublished Terms of Use- App Permissions, App Product Warnings, and Interactive App
Permissions should be illegal period due to unfair business and deceptive trade practices.
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14. Lack of Control Over Technology that Requires Payment to Participate
a.

Issue- Due to Surveillance Capitalism, technology developers and manufacturers have taken control of
the technology they sell to consumers to ensure that the product user participates in regards to
surveillance and data mining business practices.

b.

Solution- A person should have full control over any products and services that require payment to
participate period.
i. Control includes access to your personal and professional Digital DNA and biometric data at
all times to review the information plus delete said data at any time which would mean all
parties (providers & partners) concerned would have to delete said data when formally
requested to do so.
ii. Control includes controlling who can access your Digital DNA and biometric data plus
controlling how all parties concerned use, share, sell, purchase, and aggregate your personal
and professional Digital DNA and biometric data.
iii. Control includes the ability to share in profits that are made from the marketing of a product
user’s Digital DNA and biometric data.
iv. Control is includes the ability to opt out of any surveillance and data mining business practices
while still being able to participate in regards to any technology that requires payment to
participate.
v. Control includes the ability to delete and/or disable any preinstalled or installed-by-update
technology such as apps including all technology developed by a provider the customer does
not wish to do business with.

15. Fraud Inducement- False & Misleading Advertising and Sales Process
a.

Issue- Ads, the Sales Process, Online Terms of Use, and Product Packaging do not explain that
connected products such as smartphones are not private nor secure forms of telecommunications and
mobile computing.
i. Ads for connected products in general do not explain that one of the purposes for the product
is to enable the product developer and their partners to surveil and data mine personal and
professional Digital DNA for financial gain at the expense of privacy, cyber security, and safety

b.

Issue- Ads, the Sales Process, Online Terms of Use, and Product Packaging do not mention connected
products are supported by preinstalled application legalese that includes Application Permission
Statements, Application Product Warnings, and Interactive Application Permission Command Strings.

c.

Issue- Ads, the Sales Process, Online Terms of Use, and Product Packaging do not mention that
connected products contain predatory syncing technology that enables the product developers to
simultaneously hack personal and professional Digital DNA from multiple connected sources such as
connected tablet PCs, PCs, TVs, autos, wearable tech, and the list goes on………

d.

Issue- Ads, the Sales Process, Online Terms of Use, and Product Packaging fail to warn the product user
that the connected products are supported by Addictive, Harmful, Intrusive, and Exploitive technology
programmed to enable the developers and their partners to surveil and data mine the product user for
financial gain at the expense of privacy, cyber security, and safety.
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e.

Issue- Ads, the Sales Process, Online Terms of Use, and Product Packaging fail to warn parents that
connected products are designed to surveil and data mine the product user whether the user is an
adult or child. Parents should be warned not to allow their children to use Addictive, Harmful, Intrusive,
and Exploitive Technology.

16. Child Privacy, Safety, and Exploitation
a.

Issue- Children under the age of 18 are being surveilled and data mined for profit 24x7 via exploitive
connected products, online services, toys & gaming systems, and even school related online services
such as Google Docs. My opinion, I believe that child privacy laws are currently being broken.

b.

Issue- Children ages 13 to 17 are enabled by the law makers and the FTC to accept complicated,
torturous, and exploitive legal agreements associated with online services and tech products. Why?

c.

Solution- The law should require that No data driven company can collect, use, share, sell, purchase,
and aggregate any Digital DNA and biometric data from a child under the age of 18 without parental
consent affecting children ages 16 to 17. It should be illegal to collect Digital DNA and biometric data
from any children under the age of 15 period.

d.

Solution- It should be illegal for any child under the age of 18 to accept any legal agreement period.

e.

Solution- It should be prohibited for a data driven technology provider to provide any intrusive service to any
school that enables the data driven technology provider to surveil and data mine students. Parents should
have the right to have their children’s Digital DNA deleted from all such services (e.g. Google Docs for Schools).

f.

Privacy & Cyber Security Threat- As things stand now companies from countries such as China are
lawfully enabled by telecom providers, the FCC, FTC, or via partnerships with tech providers to surveil
and data mine U.S. citizens via telecom related products whether that user is an adult of Child. This
needs attention by all parties concerned ASAP.

17. Harmful Use of Digital DNA- State Actors, Employers, Data Brokers, Bank & Insurance Underwriters….
a.

Issue- Privacy, Civil Liberty, Cyber Security, Exploitation, & Safety Threats. Due to nontransparent
terms of use, a product user has no idea if their personal and professional Digital DNA and biometric
data is ending up in the hands of state actors (foreign/domestic), employers (current/future), data
brokers, business competitors, bank & insurance underwriters, institutions of higher learning, or any
other entity that could bring harm to the product user.

b.

Issue- Products and services that require payment to participate such as smartphones should be off
limits when it comes to the use of uncontrollable preinstalled intrusive technology that is programmed
to surveil and data mine the product user for any reason.

c.

Issue- “Digital Discrimination” Digital Discrimination is a huge threat that needs to be addressed by all
parties concerned. It is illegal to discriminate against a person due to age, sex, health, sexual
orientation, and ethnicity. However, a person’s personal and professional Digital DNA can reveal highly
confidential information about the person such as medical information that is protected by HIPAA.
i. For Example, an employer can use a person’s protected (HIPAA/HL-7) health related Digital
DNA to discriminate against that person due to indicators such as a history of cancer. A bank
underwriter can use protected medical information to deny a loan. An insurance underwriter
can use protected medical information to raise a person’s rates.
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d.

Solution- 100% of Control and Access. A person should have complete control of their personal and
professional Digital DNA and biometric data whether the data is produced by the use of free services
and/or products and services that require payment to participate.

e.

Solution- Is should be illegal to use a person’s personal and professional Digital DNA in a manner that
can bring harm to the product user unless the user is breaking the law.

f.

Solution- The Right to Be Forgotten. U.S. citizens of all ages should have the legal right to have their
personal and professional Digital DNA deleted from all internet services at the citizen’s request.
Parents should have the right to have their children’s Digital DNA deleted from all internet services at
the parent’s request.

g.

Comment- People should Not be expected to pay for any product that could bring harm to the user.
After all who wants to pay for harmful products and services?

All of the issues I’ve highlighted in this document and more need to be address by law makers, the FCC, FTC, DOJ, DHS, state
AGs, and other relevant parties via an Electronic Bill of Rights that protects all U.S. citizens equally including children.
Closing Statements.
Addictive, harmful, Intrusive, and exploitive technology is systemic to all online services, biometric services, telecom related
products, voice automated products and connected products that are supported by Surveillance Capitalism.
As it stands today it is impossible for a U.S. citizen to purchase an app driven telephone or computer supported by the
android OS, Apple iOS, and Microsoft Windows OS due to the fact that one or more technology providers are enabled to
surveil and data mine the product user for financial gain as validated by the T-Mobile admission.
Due to partnerships, it is nearly impossible for a consumer to buy a connected product that is not supported by intrusive
and exploitive Google products that are supported by torturous and predatory terms of use:
Antitrust Example- Figure 10 Apple iOS Terms of Use & Google Partnership:

Due to the public admissions by T-Mobile, Sean Parker, Eric Schmidt, and Tristian Harris, it is obvious that consumers,
children, and business professionals need protection from data driven companies that employ predatory surveillance
and data acquisition business practices that seek to exploit technology users for financial gain at the expense of
privacy, cyber security, and safety.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions you may have. I will be happy to help law makers draft legislation
pertaining to consumer protection laws such as an Electronic Bill of Rights.
Regards,
Rex M. Lee
Mobile Threat Consultant/RML Business Consulting, LLC
(210) 639-6035 RLee@RMLBusinessConsulting.com For More Info Visit my Website: www.MySmartPrivacy.com
CC: AT&T, T-Mobile, FCC, FTC, DHS, and other relevant parties. Please forgive any missed typos as I’m pressed for time.
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